We give an explicit formula for the solution of complete second order Cauchy problems in Banach spaces. Using this formula we derive an estimate for the growth of the solution in terms of an associated scalar ODE. Finally these results are applied to singular perturbations of second order Cauchy problems.
Introduction. We are concerned with the second order Cauchy problem (ACP ε ) εu'ί(t) + 2Bu' ε (t) = Au e (t), ί > 0, M β (0) = u 0 e D(A), u' £ (0) = u { e D(A)
in a Banach space E where A is the generator of a strongly continuous cosine family (C A (ή) commuting with the bounded operator B e 2f{E). It is well known that for e > 0 (ACP ε ) is well-posed, i.e., it admits a unique solution which depends continuously on the initial conditions UQ and U\. This paper is organized as follows. We first give (in case ε = 1) an explicit representation of the solution u(-) of (ACPi) in terms of C^(ί) and B . Then we use this formula to derive an estimate for the growth of u{t). In fact, we associate with (ACPi) a scalar ODE and show that its solution dominates ||w(ί)ll Finally these results are used to show convergence of u ε ( ) as e I 0 to the unique solution of (ACPo) 2Bu' 0 (t) = Au o (t), ί>0,
provided that the spectral bound of -B is less than zero. Moreover, from the proof of this result we conclude that under the above assumptions AB~~ι generates an analytic semigroup. THEOREM 1. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous cosine family (C A (t) ) which commutes with B e Jϊ? (E) . Then the unique solution of the well-posed second order Cauchy problem 
for all t > 0. Hence the solution of (1) is given by
Asymptotics. In this section we estimate the growth of the solution of (1) in terms of an associated scalar ODE (see (3) below). For this purpose we first have to find an estimate for the growth of IIΛ)(*β)ll for a bounded operator Qe^ (E) and all ί>0. By definition of the Bessel function it is clear that ||/o(ίβ)|| < Jo(ί||β||) which turns out to be a very rough result. The following lemma relates the Bessel function to the exponential function for which very sharp estimates exist. In fact it is well known (see, e.g., [9, 
Now consider the scalar ODE
By Theorem 1 the solution of (3) [3, 4, 5] and the references therein.
Here we consider singular perturbation problems of the type
, where it is assumed that A generates a strongly continuous cosine family on some Banach space E. While in various papers (e.g. [4, 7, 12] 
) convergence of the solution w δ ( ) to the solution M O ( ) of 2Bu' 0 (t) = Au o (t), t>0, u o (O) = u o
is shown only for 2B = Id or B -b > 0 and A the square of a group generator we extend these results to the following situation. Hence (5) implies (7) | | JV ε (OII < e ^^ e tω o for all ε > 0.
THEOREM 6. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous cosine family (C A (ή) on E and B e <2f{E) a bounded operator which commutes with (C A (t)) and satisfies s(-B) <0. Then the unique solution of the second order Cauchy problem (ACP ε ) converges as e [ 0 to the unique solution of the well-posed first order Cauchy problem
In the next step we show that AQ := \AB~X generates a strongly continuous semigroup (Mo(ή) which turns out to be the limit of (M ε (ή) as ε i 0. As above we obtain from Corollary 5 and (6) the estimate (8) Put C := M A M B max{l, ψ , ψ , ^} . Then by (7), (8) By [8, (9) , (11)] we have for Rcλ > ω 0 and ε > 0
Now from (10), (11) it follows that for fixed λ, Reλ > ω 0 , the family
is bounded for ε > 0. Moreover, the resolvent equation applied to p ε (λ) = R(ελ 2 , A -2λB) implies that (P ε (λ)) ε>0 is a Cauchy net for ε I 0 and the limit is readily identified as (2λB -A)~ι. Again by the resolvent equation it follows that R ε (λ) converges as ε | 0 to
2B(2λB -A)~ι =R(λ, \AB~X) :=R(λ,A 0 ),
where the convergence is uniform for λ in compact subsets of H := {λeC:Reλ> ω Q }.
In order to show that A$ = jAB~ι generates a strongly continuous semigroup (Mo(ή) it suffices to show the Hille-Yosida estimates (12) First observe that R ε ( ) (see [8, §3] ) and R( , AQ) are analytic in H. Since R B ( ) converges as ε j 0 to R( , AQ) uniformly on compact subsets of H the Weierstraβ convergence theorem implies that In the last step we show that M ε (t) converges to M 0 (t) uniformly for t in bounded subsets of R+ . In order to estimate M 0 (t) -M ε (t) we need the identity
έΆ f e D(A 0 ) = D(A).
To verify (14) note that the Laplace transform of Afo( ) gives the resolvent R( , AQ) . Using this, (11), the convolution and the uniqueness theorem for the Laplace transform we obtain (14). Integrating by parts the right hand side of (14) yields
Hence for f e D(A 2 ) we deduce from (7), (8 Accordingly, from (7), (15) 
Hence, by Theorem 1, Theorem 6
In particular, for \AB~1UQ -u\ we obtain the following result. Proof. We only have to show that the semigroup generated by AQ := \AB~X is analytic. To this end observe that there exists a = a + ib e C, \a\ = 1, a, b > 0 such that the assumptions of Theorem 6 still hold if we replace B by aB and aB, respectively. Hence we conclude that aAo and aA 0 are generators and the assertion follows from the next result. D 
ao + bτ bτ
For τ < 0 we obtain a similar estimate using the fact that aAo is a generator on E. D
